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good touch steel works l.l.c

                                              We take pride in
providing exceptional quality in all our

services. Our skilled technicians are
equipped with advanced tools and
technologies to ensure precise and

flawless finishes.

Unmatched Quality: 

Welcome to GOOD  TOUCH STEEL WORKS
LLC, your trusted partner for precision

laser cutting, powder coating, fabrication,
and specialized manufacturing services
in Abu Dhabi, Dubai, and across the UAE
for the past 15 years. Our diligent quality
controllers oversee all the stages of our

manufacturing processes. By doing so, we
ensure that your products aligns with

your specified requirements and upholds
GTS’s commitment to absolute quality. 

we offers

services@gtsteels.com



material
cutting

capabilities

We provide end-to-end solutions for
steel metal works,  non-structural metal

works, hospital equipments, kitchen
equipments , lift cladding works, electrical
back box & DB boxes, decorative hoarding

boards, etc. With more than 15 years of
expertise in this field, our employees are
equipped with knowledge and technical

resources to solve all kinds of metal
fabrication and manufacturing challenges.

  GOOD TOUCH STEEL WORKS LLC laser
cutting division, located at our dedicated
facility in Mussafah(M13) Abu Dhabi, offers
rapid and efficient service. Equipped with
advanced 12kw  laser cutting machines

with a maximum sheet size of
6000x2500mm, we are able to deliver
high-quality results on time and exceed

customer expectations. 

laser cutting fabrication

MS SHEET: 0.5 TO 40MM 

ALUMINUM SHEET: 0.5 TO 16MM

STAINLESS STEEL: 0.5 TO 25MM

powder
coating

We take pride in providing exceptional
quality powder coating services. Our
skilled technicians are equipped with

advanced tools, spray gun and
technologies to ensure precise and

flawless finishes.

why powder coating

Beyond offering long-lasting protection,
powder coating materials add such

benefits as abrasion resistance, chemical
resistance, electrical resistance, reduced

or increased friction, easy cleaning,
impact resistance, or vibration deadening.

specialized in 
STAINLESS STEEL

MILD STEEL

ALUMINIUM


